6235 CMD-Manager in CDX

Objective
You have an overview of the function for querying CMD reports
(Conflict Mineral Declaration) within the CMD Manager. You know
how to evaluate incoming CMD reports using the CMD-manager
and accept them.
You know how to import Excel-based EICC/CFSI files and you can
create your own CM-reports and manage them. Furthermore, you
know the methods of service and the export mechanism of CMD reports outside the CMD Manager.
You know what a quality profile is and overlook how a quality report
is generated and how to interpret violation categories. You know
how to find smelters and are informed how to report them.
Seminar content
 Overview about CMD query mechanism
 Creating and managing
 Inbox
 Outbox
 Overview about CMD inbox
 Search and manage CMD reports
 Import of Excel-CMD of suppliers
 Evaluate CMD
 Overview about CMD Outbox
 Search and manage own CMD reports
 Creating CMD reports
 Delivery options of CMD reports
 Export of CMD reports in Excel

Webinar
Lecture with question options
Participants
Developers, designers, environmental officers
and employees of the quality management and
environmental management, sales and purchasing
Duration
120 minutes
Max. attendance: 8
Certificate
As a participant in our authorized CDX-training
you will receive a certificate with which you can
demonstrate your skills.
Personal training licence
During our trainings you are working on the official HPE training system. Additionally, you receive a free personal training licence ID that will
be valid 4 weeks from the training.
Seminar documents
You will receive a copy of the accompanying
presentation.
Further webinars
Current dates and fees can be found on our
website www.imds-professional.com

 Overview about CMD quality reports
 Setting up and managing quality profiles
 Quality report analysis

Exclusive training
You can also book this training exclusively. In
this case, we charge a daily fee.
Your advantage: You set the time and the content may be customized according to your personal needs and requirements

 Overview about CMD smelter
 Search mechanism and reporting of standard cabins from the
EICC-GeSI template in focus
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